MONOPOL
KOMPAKT
Monopol Kompakt, Nguyen Gobber, 2020

The peculiar appearance of this typeface with its inverted stroke contrast and its oddly shaped details is the
result of compressing the rather wide, original cut of Monopol to the desired width. The idea was to design a
version of Monopol that allows the designer to get as much information as densely packed as possible on a limited
surface area. In combination with its expressive appearance, this compact display typeface is now an ideal
choice for anybody who is looking for a typeface with a strong character to use for big titles and statements on
billboards, protest poster, banners, and such.
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Once again, we encounter the pheno
menon that typefaces – regardless
of their optical legibility – trigger
particular feelings on the part of
readers simply through their appea
rance, and can have a positive
or negative impact. This seems to be
pragmatic evidence to show that,
over and above their primary and
essential task of acting as a visual
means of transport for language,
typefaces are also able to communi
cate atmosphere. In this context,
Spencer mentions analyses by Ovink
and Zachrisson that reinforce this
assumption. However, on the basis of
an analysis of advertisements over
a period of 50 years, Spencer believes
‘that findings of congeniality may
have little temporal stability, and
such an examination supports Warde’s
view, that the choice of an appro
priate typeface is a subconscious …
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available at nguyengobber.com/typefaces

